2017 BRAND LAUNCH

RILEY DAY, 2017 National Winner Junior Sport Star Individual

“I think it’s important the
community knows what
young people in their
areas are achieving.
Without programs like
this, there is no way to
get the word out.”
ASHLEY STODDART,
Australian Olympic Sailor

WELCOME TO LOCAL SPORTS STARS
In 2017, News Community united 78 of its titles and their versions of their junior sports
awards programs to create Local Sports Stars; a national program to recognise the
exceptional efforts of local athletes, teams, coaches and managers.
News Community’s junior sport awards heritage has run collectively over 70 years. The
awards are highly anticipated and have showcased from grass roots and beyond the
careers of Michael Klim, Jessica Fox and Ellyse Perry to name a few.
From March through to August 2017, the editorial and marketing teams strove to
establish this new brand through nomination call outs, content, activations, PR and
events. Events were held in late October to announce the winners. For each masthead
the program worked towards anchoring our brands with the families and groups that
are the heartbeat of our sporting communities.
Local Sports Stars celebrates the achievements of our youth at a local, state and
national level as well as recognising the contributions made through service to sport
and aims to inspire the next Australian sporting generation.

RILEY DAY
2017 National Winner Young Sporting Spirit Individual
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CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES
News Community’s recognition of local sporting achievements has largely been driven as a separate editorial initiative in each of our states.
Through uniting the programs our goals were to:
EVOLVE OUR BRANDS
By taking the program to a national level and integrating it seamlessly across social, digital, press, activations, events and PR we demonstrate our
commitment to our communities and the roles our brands play on a local and national stage.
DRIVE ENGAGEMENT
By consolidating our programs and streamline our marketing resources to deliver a new consistent brand for our community mastheads whilst still
maintaining hyperlocal connections.
INSPIRE HEALTHY COMMUNITIES
With Australia’s sporting identity in question, focus on increasing obesity levels amongst our youth and declines in participation in organised sport,
nationalising Local Sports Stars was a natural progression to reinforce the importance our communities play in shaping healthy communities and
our next generation of athletes.
CREATE NEW REVENUE STREAMS
Through national, state and local partnership and advertising opportunities, provide an audience segment that has a genuine bond to our brand
and its local community.
Whilst many national brands have partnered with key sporting code associations, our key point of difference is that Local Sports Stars covers a
range of sports that drive an authentic connection to their communities.
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RESULTS
With over 1100 nominations spanning over 65 sporting codes, Local Sports Stars has proven to be a success in its first year. We have already fielded
enquiries for nominations for 2018 and re-signing partners for 2018. We have attracted nominations from children as young as 8 for their achievements
to our National Service to Sport Winner, Ron Stobaus aged 78. In this format, our revenue has increased 423% through our partnership and
advertising offerings and paved the way for future growth.
We have uncovered a range of talent and awarded 20 state level winners and 5 overall national winners that are sure to become household names,
given that in some cases their nominators are coaches, mentors or sporting personalities themselves. As the 2018 Commonwealth Games approach,
several of the nominees covered will already be known to their communities before they hit the global stage.
Across social media, sporting organisations have spruiked the program and our content to their fans. Not only are they sharing links to our digital
content, they are proudly sharing photos of our printed content in their feeds. Similarly, the nominees families and clubs have followed suit, providing
us an opportunity to identify and engage key influencers in our local sporting communities. Local Sports Stars has reinforced the strength of our family
audience and their sense of community.
We have achieved great support from well- known sporting personalities and teams keen to engage with the program by encouraging the nominees
from launch through to the award announcements. For our Local Sports Stars nominees and winners, many have stated that their confidence
increased not only due to the recognition for them, but also that their stories were being broadcast beyond their local footprint and shedding light on
sports that typically do not receive much coverage. This support has provided the aspirational element to the program and reinforced its importance to
our communities.
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DEVELOPING THE BRAND
The Local Sports Stars lock-up has been developed for ease of use and
versatility in a variety of creative executions. It draws upon the rich history
within the heritage of previous sports star awards with a contemporary style.
The simple icon along with a stacked Local Sports Stars created a modern
look that compliments each of our masthead identities.
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DEVELOPING THE BRAND
The colour palette and textures take their cue from textures found in sports
equipment and sportswear such as shoe soles and fabric. These were
utilised within creative executions and to create a vibrancy that reflected
our sporting communities.
Imagery for advertisements were selected to portray the various award
categories which recognised those competing at state level or above and
those that demonstrated outstanding dedication to their discipline
irrespective of their competitive achievements.

LEFT: Print Advertisements RIGHT: Examples of the brand
brought to life through activations and the Awards event.
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EDITORIAL | launch

In the early weeks of the launch, Local Sports Stars was given prime placement on front covers and within the
sport sections. Leveraging key sporting talent such as Former Olympic Gold Medallist Swimmer Jessicah
Schipper OAM (Northside Chronicle Cover) and a recipient of Quest’s YoungStar program in her youth
demonstrated the calibre of the talent that Local Sports Stars has the potential to uncover.
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EDITORIAL | launch

Launch features across print and online
continued to engage sporting talent such as
Former NRL player Darren Lockyer and
Taekwondo Olympic Gold Medallist Lauren
Burns OAM. Breakout boxes highlight the
new categories to enter and entry
mechanics.
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EDITORIAL | benefits of sport

As we started spreading
the word, the clubs and
sporting organisations too
began amplifying Local
Sports Stars across their
social networks.
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SOCIAL MEDIA | proud in print

Consistently, social media lit up with posts
from the nominees and their sports
associations with images of the print
articles. This reinforces the importance of
our printed product in being recognised
for their achievements.
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SOCIAL MEDIA | amplification & tools
#LocalSportsStars was promoted and tracked
during the campaign across Instagram and
Twitter. Utilising Local Measure’s social listening
tools we were able to:
●
Identify active sporting communities and
individuals within our footprint
●
Engage with this audience seamlessly
from our community brands
●
Amplify their exposure by aggregating
the posts to create a gallery
●
drive traffic to Local Sports Stars hubs to
view the gallery
#LocalSportsStars has also been used across
Facebook, predominately for ease of locating
content across the platform.
Within News Community, #LocalSportsStars has
been featured across our
●
80 Facebook Pages
●
23 Instagram Pages
●
77 Twitter Pages

ABOVE: @Scooterlachie shared this post with his 15.8K followers. Quest then
featured him. RIGHT: Screen grab from
localsportsstars.com.au/communitynews social media gallery.

Over 900 public posts were shared across Instagram
and Twitter during the campaign. Of these, 89% were
new customers to our brands. The key goal for
incorporating Local Measure was to gain deeper
knowledge of our audience’s social habits to drive
engagement with the program and long term
opportunities for user generated content.

Screen grab from localsportsstars.com.au/communitynews
social media gallery.
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SOCIAL MEDIA | star power

With Local Sports Stars featuring a diverse
range of sports, a variety of athletes r were
proactive in sharing their involvement.
Anabelle, Ellie and Jessica have been
recipients of Sports Star awards in recent
years.
CLOCKWISE FROM RIGHT: Former NRL Player and commentator
Darren Lockyer, Australian Olympic gold medalist freestyle skier
Lydia Lassila, Australian Olympic silver medalist slalom canoeist
Jessica Fox, Westfield Matilda Ellie Carpenter and Australian
Olympic Diver Anabelle Smith.
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ONLINE
Driving traffic to our new Local Sports Stars hub was a key
objective.
Localsportsstars.com.au was set up as a landing page
directing traffic through to their capital city.
The hubs housed the nomination forms and content from
the program for its city with links to the other sites. We
wanted the audience to feel that whilst local, they were
part of something bigger.
Vanity urls were set up to build brand recognition and
association with our masthead brands.
●
localsportsstars.com.au/communitynews
●
localsportsstars.com.au/leader
●
localsportsstars.com.au/newslocal
●
localsportsstars.com.au/quest
Results showed that 35% of Page Views to were driven by
Facebook, with the remaining 65% typed or bookmarked.
Thus demonstrating the relationship between our printed
product driving traffic to our online platforms. Over 55% of
nominations found out about the program through their
local paper.
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MARKETING | press advertising

8 page Half Wrap

Full Page

Half Page

Quarter Page

Press advertising was based on a modular format where information relevant to each state could be inserted. Imagery selected was to reflect the age
groups of the audience we were wanted to be nominated across a range of sports. Imagery also reflected the majority of sport disciplines that were
entered the previous year and the seasonality of the sport.
Executions ranged from a high impact 8 page half wrap over the cover of the Moonee Valley Leader, to full, half and quarter page strips. Majority of
press featured in the participating News Community titles and was supplemented by major metros and partnering media.
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MARKETING | eDMs

Posters downloaded, printed and on display at a sports grounds.

eDMs were delivered to drive:
●
nominations
●
traffic to the Local Sports Stars hubs
●
social media engagement
●
downloadable posters
These were targeted to:
●
Consumer database
●
Education clients
●
Sporting organisations through partnership with
SportsTG
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MARKETING | social media

To continue building a contemporary look and feel to the brand, we worked with Storyful to access
social media content for use on our social platforms to encourage nominations.
These were shared across NewsLocal, Leader and Quest social platforms along with paid
campaigns. Majority of comments and shares were users suggesting nominees.
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MARKETING | activations
Quest and NewsLocal held activations with sporting communities to help drive
awareness and nominations for the program. Postcards with information on how
to enter, merchandise, healthy refreshments and instagram printers activated
by #localsportsstars were available at each activation .
NewsLocal’s activations were done in partnership with their state partner Your
Local Club and held at various clubs within Sydney across a range of sports
codes:
●
Castle Hill RSL Dolphins as part of their Friday swim night races
●
Penrith Rugby Club supporting the Sunday morning players and
families
●
The Epping Club in conjunction with Koalas Football Club
●
Wests Ashfield Leagues Club supporting Wests Girls Rugby team

Quest’s activations were held at both major events and local sporting games.
These included:
●
Suncorp Stadium in conjunction with Queensland Reds Rugby Union
●
Brother’s Rugby Club, Albion
●
Brisbane City Football Club, Windsor
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PR

Click to view

With some great sporting triumphs emerging from our nominees, we secured coverage on evening news in Melbourne
and Sydney about their local sports stars. Inline Skater Billie Russell featured on 9 News, National Young Sporting Spirit
Winner Riley Brundsen, NewsLocal Meet and Greet at Awards event, Triathlete Michael Pratt.
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“As one of Australia’s leading
sports universities, Griffith
University was proud to
sponsor the Local Sports Star
awards in 2017. With a focus
on health, wellbeing and
athletic excellence, we
appreciated this valuable
opportunity to connect with
up and coming young
athletes and the wider
sporting community.”

LEUKIE SMITH and JESSICA SCOTT, 2017 National Winner Junior Sport Star Team

PARTNERSHIPS
The partners for Local Sports Stars helped make this
program possible with support through promoting
the program, activations, prizing and talent. Rebel
and Sportsmart have been associated with the
previous sport star programs and our teams worked
closely to ensure the transition into the new format
was a positive experience.
LEADER PARTNERS
●
Sportsmart
●
Gold 104.3FM
NEWSLOCAL PARTNERS
●
rebel
●
Your local club
●
Featherdale Wildlife Park
●
Rooty Hill RSL
QUEST PARTNERS
●
Griffith University
●
Commonwealth Bank
●
Golden Circle Factory Outlet
TECH PARTNER
●
Sports TG
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EVENTS & AWARDS
The Awards events are an opportunity for the community to come
together and celebrate their achievements. In attendance were sporting
celebrities that have made their mark, and all attendees shared great
excitement to meet the talent. We’ll known Australian sports people who
were unable to attend sent in video messages for the events, again
amplifying the calibre of talent that are aware of the program. Events
were also live streamed via masthead Facebook pages.
The meet and greet session preceding the NewsLocal event was well
received with attendees enjoying the opportunity to pose for a photo and
share stories. The level of talent in the one room attracted PR
opportunities which the nominees also relished in.
Sporting talent associated with our awards included Olympic Swimmer
Michael Klim, Former Socceroo Mile Sterjovski, Wallabies Captain Michael
Hooper, Brisbane Bullets Adam Gibson, Paralympian Swimmer Brenden
Hall, Water-Polo Olympian Naomi McCarthy, Australian Olympic freestyle
skier Lydia Lassila, Olympic Diver Anabelle "Belle" Smith, Todd
Woodbridge OAM, Perth Lynx co-captain Toni Farnworth, Hockeyroos’
Aleisha Power, Carissa Tombs OAM, Jillaroo Ruan Sims, Sydney Sixers
Moises Henriques, Olympic slalom canoeist Jessica Fox, Olympic Track
and Field Sprinter Jessica Thornton, Matilda and Canberra United
Footballer Ellie Carpenter, Swifts’ Claire O’Brien, Jillaroo Maddie Studdon,
Giants Kristiana Manu’a and Olympic Rower Cameron Girdleston.

“Loved being a part of Local Sport
Stars, from the judging process to
the actual presentation night.
That night itself is one of inspiration,
and I’m never disappointed in not
only the talent coming through in a
sporting sense but also how the kids
react to being recognised.”
ADAM PEACOCK,
Fox Sports Presenter

Click to view Quest Event

The events were supercharged with emotion and delight and is a
guaranteed confidence boost not only for the winners, but all that attend.

Click to view Leader Event
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“Recognition is always a good reward for hard work and it’s
great for the kids’ confidence. When volunteers and teams
get recognised, I think it’s a really good, positive message
going back to the clubs they represent.”

DARREN LOCKYER,
Australian rugby league television commentator and former player

